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ABSTRACT Software-DefinedNetworking (SDN) and Blockchain are leading technologies usedworldwide
to establish safe network communication as well as build secure network infrastructures. They provide a
robust and reliable platform to address threats and face challenges such as security, privacy, flexibility, scala-
bility, and confidentiality. Driven by these assumptions, this paper presents an optimized energy-efficient and
secure Blockchain-based software-defined IoT framework for smart networks. Indeed, SDN and Blockchain
technologies have proven to be able to suitably manage resource utilization and to develop secure network
communication across the IoT ecosystem. However, there is a lack of research works that present a
comprehensive definition of such a framework that can meet the requirements of the IoT ecosystem
(i.e. efficient energy utilization and reduced end-to-end delay). Therefore, in this research, we present
a layered hierarchical architecture for the deployment of a distributed yet efficient Blockchain-enabled
SDN-IoT framework that ensures efficient cluster-head selection and secure network communication via
the identification and isolation of rouge switches. Besides, the Blockchain-enabled flow-rules record keeps
track of the rules enforced in the switches andmaintains the consistency within the controller cluster. Finally,
we assess the performance of the proposed framework in a simulation environment and show that it can
achieve optimized energy-utilization, end-to-end delay, and throughput compared to considered baselines,
thus being able to achieve efficiency and security in the smart network.

INDEX TERMS IoT, Software-Defined Networking (SDN), blockchain, cluster head selection, smart
technology, flow-rule management, network security, privacy, artificial intelligence (AI).

I. INTRODUCTION

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a prominent technol-
ogy in the field of network communication that sums up a

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney.

new dimension in the behavior of today’s network [1], [2].
A key advantage of SDN is that it allows programmability and
flexibility to the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) networks
without any alteration of the architecture implementation [3].
However, on the other hand, it logically centralizes the net-
work using the OpenFlow protocol. Also, as the number of
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IoT devices is growing speedily, the management and control
of these devices need new concepts and mechanisms [4].
As distributed networks [5] are gaining more attention for

managing security and are more appropriate than a central-
ized setup for the IoT ecosystem, Blockchain constitutes one
of the most advanced and established technologies to secure
online communications, to the point that it is usually referred
as the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). In addition,
Blockchain [6]–[8] provides a structure that records the digi-
tal information and distributes the data over the network but
never allows for editing the information by a third party. As a
consequence, many financial and data management systems
effectively take advantage of the utility of Blockchain [9].
Cloud computing is also widely employed given that the vast
majority of the systems requires a shared database where
data can be simultaneously stored and retrieved through the
Internet, on demand and with high availability [10], [11].
Indeed, the integration of cloud computing with IoT devices
provides the latter both a greater and scalable (via the pay-
as-you-go paradigm) storage capability and the connectivity
that is needed to share information between the devices and
makemeaning from it at a fast pace [12]. Additionally, the IoT
paradigm interconnects several physical appliances through
the Internet and their number keeps rising day by day. The
latest Cisco Internet Report [13] forecasts that Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) connections will represent half of the
global connected devices and connections by 2023. Specif-
ically, it is estimated that 48% of M2M communications will
be ascribed to connected home devices, while connected car
applications will have a compound annual grow rate of 30%
over the considered forecast period 2018–2023. Managing
these huge amounts of devices (and the network providing
them connectivity) is then becoming increasingly challeng-
ing. On top of this, IoT has vast security issues, exacerbated
by the fact that the IoT environment is much more complex
and heterogeneous than a traditional information technology
infrastructure [14], [15].
In the earlier development stage of SDN-enabled IoT

platforms, a centralized controller was used to manage the
whole network, while addressing different IoT-ecosystem
optimizations. Conversely, the usage of multiple controllers
has been explored more recently [16], with the main goal
of minimizing the packet loss. Also, the combination of
Blockchain and SDN in IoT applications allows to heighten
both privacy and security management [17], [18]. In addi-
tion, for guaranteeing communication reliability, the devices
should be appropriately managed so as to deal with various
issues as device failures. With this aim, mechanisms that
allow the manufacturers to control the IoT data through
the network have been proposed in literature [19]. More
recently, clustering methods that intelligently manage the
time slots have been presented. They allow to optimally
and efficiently use sensors or IoT devices. When applying
these cluster-based optimizations, many Blockchain-related
factors that needed to be managed arise (e.g., software flow,
privacy leakage, etc.). Moreover, the cluster head selection

process is still a headache for researchers. Consequently,
different works [21]–[25], [41]–[43] have presented several
architectures (and observed the related issues) to manage
and take advantage of the SDN-based IoT system obtaining
heterogeneous outcomes.

Based on these reasons, the management of the resources
of an IoT platform is indispensable to handle the major issues
of SDN and IoT networks like privacy and security [20].
However, there are still several points to address for enabling
Blockchain in an SDN environment employed to develop an
IoT ecosystem. Therefore, in this paper, we seek answers to
the following questions:
Q1. Distributed SDN-IoT Ecosystem: How can SDN-

enabled IoT platform be efficiently deployed in a dis-
tributed network?

Q2. Cluster Head Selection: How can cluster head selec-
tion be optimized in the edge layer in terms of energy
efficiency?

Q3. Distributed SDN Platform Security: What are the
necessary security enhancements in an SDN-enabled
distributed system?

With this aim, in the present study, we propose a lay-
ered hierarchical architecture for efficiently handling dif-
ferent issues of resource management in a distributed
Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT framework. We also develop a
modern cluster head selection algorithm in the IoT layer that
is faster and consumes lower energy with respect to consid-
ered baseline. Moreover, we leverage a Blockchain-enabled
flow rules record that guarantees the consistency of the dis-
tributed controller cluster.

A. PAPER CONTRIBUTIONS AND ORGANIZATION

In view of the above-mentioned considerations, the contribu-
tions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We present a layered hierarchy to deploy a distributed
yet efficient Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT framework.

• We develop a novel cluster head selection algo-

rithm in the IoT layer that, compared with the IEEE
802.15.4 baseline [58] 1

1) has a faster cluster head selection procedure that
combines both sorting and swapping techniques,

2) attains lower energy consumption by comparing dif-
ferent conditions for taking the energy values.

• We develop a Blockchain-enabled flow rules record that
keeps track of enforced rules and maintains consistency
within the distributed controller cluster.

• We compare the proposed Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT
architecture with a classical Blockchain based on hash-
ing and Proof ofWork (PoW), showing that our proposal

1) has higher average throughput and optimized energy
utilization,

1 This foundational RFC provides useful guidelines for the definition of
IP-enabled Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN), describ-
ing also the role and functions of the cluster-head in a generic WPAN.
Conversely, more recent articles proposing cluster-head selection (cf. Sec. II)
are usually tailored to specific scenarios/goals and/or do not provide critical
details.
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2) has a suitable transmission time with respect to oper-
ations performed on the Blockchain.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows.
Section II presents related works aligned with our paper.
Then, Section III shows the layered architecture of our
Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT framework. Section IV and
Section V discuss the threat model considered in the
SDN environment and the cluster-head selection procedure
employed in the IoT environment, respectively. Section VI
covers the Blockchain-enabled SDN platform with flow rules
verification. The implementation and experimental results
are provided in Section VII and Section VIII, respectively.
Finally, Section IX discusses lessons learned along with lim-
itations and open challenges, followed by the conclusions
provided in Section X.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, several researchers have provided different contri-
butions in fields related to emerging leading technologies
such as smart networks, IoT, SDN, and Blockchain. This
section presents a literature review of these works, along
with the past studies that employed cluster head selection
techniques in various scenarios.

A. SMART NETWORKS

Kazmi et al. [26] presented the concept of smart distribu-
tion network under the smart-grid paradigm and reviewed
it from a planning viewpoint. Specifically, they highlighted
the planning model of the smart distribution network,
including implementation activities. In another research,
Huang et al. [27] proposed an architecture for smart networks
including intelligent mechanisms aided by big wireless data
(BWD), artificial intelligence (AI) methods, as well as net-
work function virtualization techniques. The authors also
allowed mobile users to connect to the best network (with
a manageable cost) achieving goal Quality-of-Service (QoS).
On the other hand, Takenaka et al. [19] discussed how manu-
facturers can take advantage of IoT data showing also a smart
network example. This paper stressed the usefulness of an
appropriate data format and analytical methods for objectives
like mass customization or creation of new services. A recent
study by Chakrabarty et al. [28] devised an architecture for
secure smart cities. In detail, they introduced four fundamen-
tal IoT architectural components, i.e. Trusted SDN controller,
Black Network, Registry Unification, and Key Management
System.

B. CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION

Kumar et al. [29] proposed a technique for clustering which
divide a large network into small clusters where each one
has its Cluster Head (CH). These CHs employ the Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) method for supplying
the time slots to every node. Similarly, in another research,
Angel et al. [30] devised an Enhanced Energy Efficient
Clustering Algorithm (EEECA) for reducing the energy con-
sumption needed for picking the CHs in Mobile Wireless

Sensor Networks. Simulation results showed that the EEECA
performs better than the existing EECA-M2 algorithm [31]
used as baseline. Al-Baz et al. [32] proposed a novel variant
of the LEACH protocol called Node Ranked–LEACH, which
is heightened to enhance the network’s lifespan by relying on
the algorithm of node rank (NR). The authors have proposed
to solve the random process selection as an algorithm, which
in other LEACH versions, leads to unintended failure for spe-
cific CHs. An analogous study is accomplished in the work by
Zhao et al. [33] that introduced an amended LEACH-based
cluster-head selection algorithm for Wireless Sensor Net-
works (WSNs). In simulation phases, the authors took into
account different networking aspects like network lifetime,
energy conservation, and the amount of data transferred.

C. SDN-BASED WSN WITH CLUSTERING

Murugaanandam et al. [34] leveraged a CH-selection pro-
cedure to prolong the lifetime of WSNs. They proposed
the RE-TOPSIS protocol, that combines the conventional
LEACH protocol with fuzzy logic using a multi-criteria deci-
sion making approach for CH selection. Specifically, six
different criteria (i.e. residual energy, neighbors’ availability,
energy utilization rate, node and base station distance, and
node reliability) are considered to reliably select the CHs.
Simulations showed that the proposed scheme effectively
enhances the network lifetime reducing the frequency of CH
selection by≈ 20% as compared to the conventional LEACH
protocol. Shafique et al. [35] proposed SADFIR, an interac-
tive clustering routing protocol that enables distributed SDN
controllers to collaborate with forwarding network devices
for routing the sensed information. SADFIR iteratively man-
ages the reconfiguration of network settings based on the
traffic of IoT devices deployed in the infrastructure layer
of the proposed architecture. Self-reconfiguration of a node
depends on environmental temperature, humidity, and pres-
sure that are compared with threshold values chosen by the
network administrator. The authors asserted that the proposed
SADFIR outperforms state-of-the-art routing protocols.
Recent researches have proposed energy-efficient selec-

tion of CHs in WSNs that are picked out comparing the
energy level of the nodes. In [36], the authors devised an
efficient CH-selection scheme that rotates the CH positions
over the time among the IoT devices with higher residual
energy, whereas in [37] an hybrid optimization algorithm
with multi-objective constraints (involving distance, energy,
and delay) is presented. Both approaches showed good per-
formance in terms of energy utilization and network life-
time. More recently, Ouhab et al. [38] designed a modeling
paradigm based on multi-hop clustering technique used to
organize the sensors in clusters with the aim of reducing the
energy consumption in large-scale SDN-based IoT networks.
Model simulations exhibited better end-to-end delay, packet
delivery ratio, and energy consumption than conventional
solutions.
WSNs need efficient data aggregation since sensors fre-

quently capture data that can contain a significant amount of
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noise and redundant information. To mitigate this problem
Ullah et al. [39] proposed a data-aggregation scheme based
on node clustering that leverages data similarity and density.
Instead of contributing to the CH-selection, they applied fil-
tering procedures to reduce the noise in data before sending
them to the CH and extreme learning machine to aggregate
data in the CH. Simulation results showed that the proposed
scheme attains good performance in terms of clustering accu-
racy, energy efficiency, and number of living nodes.

D. IoT WITH SDN

In [40], Matheu et al. addressed the Manufacturer’s Use
Description (MUD) model for network access control, data
privacy, as well as channel and authorization protection
policies. They then employed the SDN platform for effi-
ciently accessing device data and resources, and also used
the Blockchain technology to share data/information through
Hyperledger 2 with the help of IoT devices. Moreover,
Molina et al. [41] presented a security framework for the con-
tinuous and on-demand management of virtual Authentica-
tion, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) in SDN-enabled
IoT networks. The authors achieved scalable bootstrapping
of IoT devices and fine-grain management of their access
control to the network. Differently, Conti et al. [42] pre-
sented a novel combination of cloud computing, IoT, and
SDN resulting in the devised CENSOR framework, which
is leveraged to provide a secure floor in the IoT scenario.
With this aim, CENSOR encompasses a reliable and secure
IoT-network architecture enabled by the cloud and based on
the SDN technology. The work highlighted also a number of
challenges and possible threats that should be addressed, such
as advanced security—e.g., against Distributed Denial of Ser-
vice (DDoS) attacks—suitable routing algorithms, and proper
network scalability. Abdelaziz et al. [43] recommended a
distributed controller cluster to handle reliability, scalabil-
ity, fault tolerance, and interoperability issues in an SDN.
The authors also claim that their proposed method achieves
reasonable CPU utilization and thus optimizes the con-
troller performance. With a specific focus on IoT-application
security, Liu et al. [44] designed Middlebox-Guard (M-G),
an SDN-based data transfer security model for dealing with
various attacks and improving the stability of the network.
First, the authors address the placement of middleboxes
(related to a set of defined security policies) via a place-
ment selection algorithm, then two SDN-resource control
algorithms are leveraged to satisfy the coverage requirements
under switch volume constraints. The simulation results
showed that the devisedM-Gmodel could improve safety and
stability of the IoT network.

E. BLOCKCHAIN FOR SDN

Yazdinejad et al. [46] presented an IoT architecture that effi-
ciently combines SDN and Blockchain leading technologies.

2https://www.hyperledger.org/

Their aim is to apply this architecture to the SDN con-
trollers of IoT networks leveraging a cluster structure with
a novel routing protocol to mitigate networking challenges
such as security, privacy, confidentiality, and so on. In detail,
the authors mainly focused on the energy-efficient mech-
anisms for file transferring between the IoT devices in
an SDN platform. The architecture employed both pub-
lic and private Blockchains for (peer-to-peer) communica-
tion between the IoT devices and SDN controllers, together
with a distributed-trust authentication method. Similarly,
Chaudhary et al. [47] leveraged the Blockchain and SDN
for increasing the QoS of the network in an intelligent
transportation system. Specifically, they devised BEST,
a Blockchain-based secure energy trading scheme for elec-
tric vehicles. BEST used Blockchain to validate vehicles’
requests in a distributed fashion, hence avoiding the sin-
gle point of failure. Simulation results showed that the
SDN architecture successfully integrated the Blockchain by
enhancing the network QoS, while energy utilization is
also more efficient in the devised deployment. Nevertheless,
the authors did not take into account different energy sources.
El Houda et al. [48] presented a Blockchain-based architec-
ture, named Cochain-SC, that allows multiple SDN-based
domains to securely collaborate and transfer attack informa-
tion in a decentralized manner, and combines intra-domain
and inter-domain DDoS mitigation. The authors calculated
the performance of Cochain-SC in terms of efficiency,
flexibility, security, cost effectiveness, and detection accu-
racy of illegitimate flows. Ferrag et al. [49] presented an
overview of applications of the Blockchain technologies
in various IoT areas, e.g., Internet of Vehicles, Internet
of Energy, virtual web, cloud and edge computing, and
so on. In this survey, the authors discussed also the five
most common attacks in IoT networks, namely identity-
based, cryptanalytic, reputation-based, manipulation-based,
and service-based attacks. They also defined a taxonomy
of the state-of-the-art methods for attaining secure and
privacy-preserving Blockchain technologies and compared
them on the basis of the specific model, security goals,
performance, computation complexity, limitations, and com-
munication overhead. In [54], Sharma et al. designed the
‘‘DistBlockNet’’ framework towards secure distributed SDN
architecture for IoT via the Blockchain technology. They
brought out a scheme for updating and validating the flow rule
table using Blockchain. The experimental evaluation demon-
strated the effectiveness of DistBlockNet in terms of accu-
racy, scalability, defense effects, and performance overhead
incurred.

In summary, a number of works have proposed different
solutions so far to enable Blockchain in an SDN-based IoT
ecosystem. However, there is still a lack of comprehensive
scenarios provided by any of these works. Therefore, in the
following, we devise and discuss a comprehensive and opti-
mized framework that ensures security in a software-defined
IoT ecosystem.
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III. LAYERED ARCHITECTURE

In Fig. 1, we depict the Layered Architecture of the
Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT ecosystem that aims to opti-
mize the Blockchain-based SDN framework for enhancing
resource management in IoT network. The Layered Archi-
tecture is organized in three distinct layers, that is Perception
Layer, Edge Layer, and Cloud Layer, related to just as many
environments, namely IoT Environment, SDN Environment
and Blockchain Environment.

FIGURE 1. Layered architecture of Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT
ecosystem.

At the beginning, the IoT Environment (viz. the Percep-
tion Layer) contains the IoT sensors and devices which are
responsible for sensing the data in real time and transmit
them into the next sublayer (also part of the Perception
Layer). The latter aims to select the CHs with higher energy.
Contextually, IoT forwarding devices (e.g., switches, routers,
phones, storage devices, etc.) provide the sensors’ data to the
CHs selected among the arbitrary clusters. This process is
controlled by Access Points (APs) that finally forward all
sensors’ information to the SDN Environment.

In the actual SDN Environment, the Edge Layer is struc-
tured by two conventional levels, namely the data plane and
control plane. IoT devices (e.g., routers, switches, firewalls,

storage devices, etc.) can forward data through SDN common
gateways (i.e. SDN-IoT gateways in Fig. 1). Hence, multiple
SDN controllers manage and possibly filter the IoT devices’
data dynamically: this action is executed via the OpenFlow
protocol.

Finally, the Cloud Layer comprises with Blockchain Envi-
ronment and data centers where data are transmitted through
the cloud network. In detail, cloud computing provides the
real-time shared database, while Blockchain helps to com-
municate with each of the data as a block by block in the
networking system, along with providing extra security, pri-
vacy, and confidentiality among the data blocks (i.e. in the
network). Furthermore, Blockchain realizes also the chain for
communicating one block with other blocks suitably.

IV. THREAT HANDLING

To enhance the security of the SDN-IoT ecosystem, attacks
generated from both the inside and outside of the SDN
environment should be identified and defeated. For instance,
network devices that have become compromised should be
automatically detected and quarantined before they can neg-
atively affect the network, availability services should be
implemented to enhance the application performance against
system and network failures, including through the integra-
tion of legacy security applications.

Figure 2 shows the threat model that we consider to deal
with these attacks. Specifically, in our layered architecture we
propose to leverage an Attack Mitigation System (AMS) that
works combinedly on attacks from both the inside and outside
of SDN. In the back-end of the AMS, various algorithms,
which automatically detect and handle the attacks, are imple-
mented. Then, the AMS_1 module in the SDN gateway han-
dles the attacks from the outside of SDN, while the AMS_2
and AMS_3 handle the attacks from the inside of SDN.

Indeed, there exist different types of attack that are aimed
at reducing the reliability and availability of the proposed
layered architecture. Notably, the most relevant attacks that
should be handled are flow table overloading attacks, topol-
ogy poisoning attacks, saturation attacks, and Distributed

Denial of Service attacks [50]–[53]. Therefore,we propose to
integrate in our layered architecture different algorithms pre-
sented in state-of-the-art works to address the SDN-security
issues that are discussed hereinafter.

A. FLOW TABLE OVERLOADING ATTACK

The main culprit of the flow table overloading attack is to
occupy space of the flow table of an SDN switch intention-
ally. As a result, the switch would not be able to provide
the necessary network services. In [50], the authors created
SDN switches with 8k flow rules per second. To show the
effect of the flow table overloading attack, they recorded the
time needed to overpower the switches under different attack
rates and found that the switches are overwhelmed within
10 seconds if the attack rate reaches 800 requests per second.
They proposed a strategy named peer support strategy that
integrates idle flow table resources in the SDN system to
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FIGURE 2. Threat model employed in the SDN environment of the proposed layered architecture. Different
state-of-the-art methods could be integrated in the Attack Mitigation System (AMS) to detect and mitigate the
attacks against the SDN..

mitigate the flow table overloading attacks in the switches
and minimize QoS degradation.

B. TOPOLOGY POISONING ATTACK

The topology poisoning attack has the malicious task of mis-
leading the topology-discovery service of the control plane
by spreading misinformation (viz. injecting fake links). As a
result, it leads to a significant increment of the packet-loss
rate. In [51], the authors devised an efficient approach named
TopoGuard being a security extension of the OpenFlow con-
troller that automatically detects topology poisoning attacks
in real-time.

C. CONTROL CHANNEL SATURATION ATTACK

The control channel saturation attack overloads the con-
trol plane intentionally (e.g., by triggering several table-miss
packets), thus exhausting the controller’s resources and
delaying the forwarding of messages to the OpenFlow
switches. In [52], the authors used a method named
LineSwitch to deal with control plane saturation attacks.
It deploys proxying and blacklisting of network traf-
fic (directed to the control plane) based on the prob-
ability of saving the control plane from overwhelming
(e.g., resiliency against SYN-flooding saturation and buffer
saturation vulnerabilities).

D. DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK

A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) [45] is an attack
in which multiple malicious attackers deliberately keep the
network busy so that denying the service to legitimate users
or systems. In [53], the authors employed differentMachine
Learning (ML) algorithms to detect DDoS attacks. Among
the tested methods, they proved the Multi-Layer Perceptron

performs the best with up to 95% detection rate. However,
to identify and mitigate DDoS attacks also other ML mod-
els (e.g., Random Tree, Random Forest, Support Vector
Machines, etc.) proved to be effective.

V. CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION PROCEDURE

As described above, Internet of Things devices (e.g., switches,
routers, firewalls, intelligent storage devices, etc.) forward
data by means of SDN-IoT enabled gateways; the SDN
dynamic controller is capable of refining the IoT sensors’
data; the OpenFlow protocol assists the latter process. How-
ever, the preceding steps can efficiently accomplish their
distinct functions only if the IoT devices are able to set up
a cluster head correctly.

A. PRELIMINARIES

Hundreds or even thousands of sensor hubs are connected
in a wireless sensor network that performs in low power,
while the sensors (e.g., IoT devices) are normally multi-
functioning. Each sensor node consists of a data transceiver,
micro-controller, and of course, an energy source, which is
usually a battery. All these components work unitedly to form
the network.

Sensor nodes have confined energy, whereas the base sta-
tion has no energy limitations, but it remains far away from
the sensor nodes. In SDN, the nodes are not movable and
they constantly have data streams to send to the base station.
Hence, the sensors’ energy is exhausted by collecting data
and sending them to the base station. One of the really crucial
issue in the sensor-network area is then power consumption.

As wireless communication and data-transmission tech-
nology via sensors have become increasingly popular dur-
ing the last decade, the headache of researchers to mitigate
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the uses of energy in real-time application has significantly
grown. The best way to lessen the power consumption is to
apply the clustering technique. Enforcing clustering, a set
of sensors could be selected, which will be used as data
transmitters to the base station. These sensor nodes are known
as Cluster Heads (CHs), and only these heads communicate
with the station. The other sensors send their information to
the base station via the CH of their area. Firstly, a clustering
algorithm is used to constitute the clusters of sensors, then
a cluster-head selection algorithm is leveraged to choose
the CH among the sensors into each cluster found by the
clustering algorithm.

B. IMPORTANCE OF CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION

In this section, we discuss the importance of the cluster-head
selection algorithm, whose fundamentals are depicted
in Fig. 3. In this research, we combine both sorting and swap-
ping techniques to steadfastly elect the CH. We also attain
low energy consumption by comparing different conditions
for taking the potential values.

FIGURE 3. Cluster-head selection process in an SDN environment [18].

Indeed, since the sensor in a cluster sends its information
to the base station via the CH of that cluster, if there is a long
distance between the CH and each sensor, the latter consumes
high power to cover this long distance. Therefore, the CH
should be selected so that to minimize the absolute distance
between itself and the other members of a cluster.
We highlight that the CH-selection algorithm proposed

hereinafter is independent from the specific clustering
method used to group the sensors. Nevertheless, the chosen
clustering method should measure the similarity among the
sensors via a distance metric (e.g., Euclidean distance, Man-
hattan distance, Minkowski distance, etc.). Fuzzy C-means,
K-means, DBSCAN are notable examples of algorithms that
could be possibly employed.
Moreover, there exists some cluster-head selection algo-

rithm already established like IEEE 802.15.4. But till now,
it is challenging to pick out the right CH, which will utilize
the energy efficiently. In this regard, Fig. 3 shows how a

CH is selected to transmit data packets over the network.
As mentioned before, each (IoT) device (viz. sensor) could
carry out this transmission but it would consume a good
amount of energy to send and receive the data to and from
the base station. Consequently, arises the need for clustering
sensor nodes and further for choosing among the nodes of a
certain cluster one that acts as the CH. Indeed, the CH is the
only is charge of communicating with the base station and
of sending and receiving data to and from the other nodes
belonging to the same cluster. Thus, selecting the CH so as to
consume lesser energy for transmitting the data and be able
to communicate with the other nodes into the cluster is very
crucial for SDN-enabled IoT networks.

In summary, the CH should have the capability of trans-
mitting data from the sensors (belonging to the same cluster)
to the base station and vice versa. It should be also capable
of enhancing the lifetime of the network (viz. reducing the
energy consumption) efficiently. To this aim, the cluster head
selection algorithm starts from the initial energy and opti-
mizes the values of CHs to choose the next group of CHs
for the network that suits for IoT forwarding devices such as
smart cities, building, healthcare, and other related intelligent
systems.

C. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR CLUSTER-HEAD

SELECTION

1) TERMINOLOGIES

For better understanding the algorithm for cluster-head selec-
tion proposed herein, Tab. 1 reports symbols and terminolo-
gies used in the following. These represent the parameters
and factors employed to compute the desired CHs. It is worth
noting that in the following, we will use node and sensor
terms interchangeably.

TABLE 1. Symbols used in the definition of cluster-head selection
algorithm.

2) FLOWCHART

For further clarity, we provide a simple flowchart in Fig. 4
depicting the operational steps of proposed algorithm. First,
the target number of clusters is computed, as one CH will be
selected from each cluster. Then, the sensor list is sorted to
ease the processing of the nodes. Gdist indicates the gravity
distance of the nodes into a cluster.

The CH is normally selected with the minimum distance
and highest energy level. Hence, each of the sensors from the
list is considered one by one and checked for eligibility to
be the CH. If a sensor satisfies the conditions for being the
head, it is picked out as the CH for that cluster, conversely
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the algorithm scans another sensor from the list. As soon as
the sorted list of the sensors is fully scanned, the list of CHs
is returned. The CHs are the only nodes that can perform data
transmission with the base station.

FIGURE 4. Flowchart of the proposed cluster-head selection algorithm.

3) ALGORITHM

By utilizing the algorithm depicted in Fig. 4, our principal
objective is expediently choosing the head of each cluster
among the general cluster nodes in order to effectively save
sensors’ energy. The pseudocode of the proposed cluster-head
selection algorithm is given in Alg. 1.
The steps describing the cluster-head selection algorithm

are outlined in the following 3:
S.1: The cluster nodes are estimated by dividing the whole

number of nodes by the number of desired heads (viz.
the number of clusters) 4

S.2: The nodes are sorted according to their energy values by
comparing the nodes’ energy (lines 1–5) and swapping
them if needed (lines 6–9).

S.3: The list of sensor nodes SLNs sorted based on their
energy values is obtained (line 11).

S.4: The Lowest Distance Separation (LDS, namely the
minimum space between two sensors) is computed

3Line numbers refer to Alg. 1.
4The number of clusters strongly depends on network topology and

IoT devices’ deployment and it is preliminarily decided by the network
administrator.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Cluster-Head Selection Algorithm
Input: Total nodes (n), List of nodes (N )
Output: List of Cluster Heads (CH ), Outing Route (OR)

1: while true do
2: for i← 1 to n− 1 do

3: min← i

4: for j← i+ 1 to n do
5: if (N [j].energy < N [min].energy) then
6: min← j

7: end if

8: end for

9: swap(N [i],N [min])
10: end for

11: SLNs← N ⊲ Sorted list of nodes
12: LDS ← Gdist (SLNs) ⊲ Computing Lowest Distance

Separation (LDS) by means of Geographical Distance
13: for i← 1 to n do
14: if (N [i].energy is Max & LDS) then
15: CHs← N [i] ⊲ Selecting Cluster Heads
16: end if

17: end for

18: β ← Estation ⊲Minimum amount of energy a CH
needs to communicate with the base station

19: for i← 1 to len(CH ) do
20: CH [i].send_request() ⊲ Sending the ‘‘request to

send data’’
21: if (CH [i].energy ≥ β) then
22: CH [i].send_data() ⊲ Sending data
23: end if

24: end for

25: end while

by considering the Geographical Distance Gdist of the
nodes within SLNs. In this case,Gdist is calculated using
the Euclidean distance .5

S.5: The node with the highest energy is referred to as the
CH, while the other nodes remain (simple) members of
the cluster (lines 12–17). In this step, the energy values
of the cluster nodes (and consequently the selection of
CHs) are harmonized depending upon the Gdist (i.e. the
CH selection does not depend only on the nodes’ energy
level but also on the LDS) with the aim of optimizing
the energy consumption using the selected CH.

S.6: The previous step is repeated to choose the CHs of all
the clusters that are stored in an array-like structure.

S.7: The energy cost β (i.e. the minimum amount of energy
a CH needs to communicate with the base station) is
assigned as a real and positive constant so as to guarantee
the success of the communication (line 18).

S.8: All the CHs send a ‘‘request to send data’’ to the base sta-
tion (line 20) and wait for an acknowledgment (ACK).

S.9: If the CH receives a positive ACK, that means it has
sufficient energy to send data (line 21).

5It is worth noticing that other distance metrics can be possibly employed
(e.g., Manhattan distance, Minkowski distance, etc.).
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S.10: Then, in the affirmative case, the CH can send data to
the base station (line 22).

It is worth noting that only eligible CHs take the permission
for routing data into a suitable path (OR). Besides, some
additional information is reported to indicate the purpose of
the operation performed.

VI. BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED SDN PLATFORM

We propose two different Blockchains for the control layer
and the data layer. Blockchain in the control layer contains
the distributed flow rules and maintains the consistency of
the flow rules of each cluster. In detail, the chain logs all
the updates, thus resulting in a version control management
system in the control layer. On the other hand, Blockchain
in the data layer works differently. All the switches dump
their flow rules in the chain sequentially and verify if they
are maintaining the same rule set. If any of the switches do
not dump the same rules, the record is not updated, and the
switch is isolated from the environment. This isolation helps
to identify not only a fault in the switch but also to contain
adversaries if the switch is compromised.
In view of these considerations, we have divided the

Blockchain workflow for the layered architecture (see Fig. 1)
into two parts based on common SDN layers: control

layer and data layer. Hereinafter, we present the workflows
designed to ensure flow-based rouge node detection and secu-
rity in the network.

A. BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED CONTROL LAYER

The control layer enables the Blockchain-based distributed
ledger to keep track of all the switches working correctly and
maintaining the same flow rules. It is also responsible for
version control for future history-checking capability. In the
following, we describe these features in detail.

• Distributed Flow Rules: the (OpenFlow) controller
cluster (see Fig. 1) maintains a distributed ledger to
update the flow rules and to broadcast new rules towards
all the controllers, thus guaranteeing the consistency of
the controllers’ rule set. The ledger is updated by the
system administrator using a REST API.

• Version Control Management System: the distributed
ledger works as a version control management system
that keeps track of the updates regarding all the new
flow rules. Immutable previous history can be accessed
through REST API calls. Distributed flow rules are ini-
tially set up when the controllers are run for the first
time. The initial rules are kept in the genesis block of
the control-layer Blockchain. Later, further flow rules
are updated in the chain, with each block representing a
new version of the flow rule. New rules are added to a
new block called the up-to-date block. The application
layer maintains the update process using a REST API .6

6All SDN controllers—including OpenDaylight, POX/NOX, Ryu,
HP VAN, etc.—support REST-based API to communicate with the
controller from the application layer.

FIGURE 5. Stealthy IDS setup for detecting flow-rule violation.

B. BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED DATA LAYER

The data layer is primarily responsible for providing
flow-rules dump and verification along with isolation of
rouge switches. Hereinafter, we give details of the function-
alities of the Blockchain-enabled SDN data layer.
• Flow-rules dump: we introduce a Blockchain that
works in the data layer and periodically updates a block
only if all the switches agree on all the rules. In detail,
the switch flow-rule tables can be dumped in two ways.
First, the controllers can be configured at the initial stage
to broadcast messages towards the switches to dump
flow rules in a file or towards an application. The sec-
ond solution is to write an application that invokes
Open vSwitch commands to collect the flow-rule tables
and compare them to maintain the consistency. In the
implementation of our framework, we consider the latter
approach to reduce the controller-cluster load and the
computational complexity in the controller nodes.

• Flow-rules verification: we have designed an appli-
cation that periodically collects the dump from the
switches and matches all dumped data against the
updated version of the flow rules included in the con-
troller Blockchain. We convert both entries to a hash
and match one against the other. Considering hash has a
significant advantage: it is both convenient and secure.
Also, to maintain the accuracy and to avoid duplication
issues of the same data, we store the hash of the whole
dump in the chain.
To verify the flow rules in an SDN switch, two state-
of-the-art fault-detection algorithms have been proposed
in [55]: forwarding detection and weighting detection.
Forwarding detection involves the process of checking
if the intended packets are being forwarded to the right
destination. Differently, weighting detection considers
the statistical weight of several packets to be close to
their expected values. As depicted in Fig. 5, here we
use the forwarding detection method by configuring
a firewall or a (stealthy) Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) [56] according to the flow rules determined by
the controller and check if the switch is forwarding the
packets accordingly.

• Switch Isolation: while matching the dump data from
the switches, each switch is disconnected from its peers
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if the hash of the flow tables does not match the hash
of the updated block in the control-layer chain. We con-
sider the hash of the dumped data to make the matching
process convenient. Additionally, the hash exhibits a
significant change if even a single byte is changed in the
flow information. The isolation is attained by invoking a
new rule and sending it to the control-layer Blockchain.
The new rule blocks the interfaces connected to the
compromised switch. Then, the new rule is broadcast
again to all the switches in the cluster that maintain the
new rules.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section presents the implementation choices regarding
the integration of the Blockchain technology into the SDN
control and data layers in Sec. VII-A. Then, in Sec. VII-B,
we detail the experimental setup we have leveraged along
with the parameters of the simulation environment.

A. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED

SDN

We have implemented a RESTful application that collects
switch flow entries using the GET request from an SDN
controller. In this work, we use the Ryu controller written in
python and with built-in REST API access. Also, we have
realized a Blockchain-based ledger that is accessible through
a REST API as well. To implement OpenFlow switches and
network topologies, we leverage the Mininet-WiFi emulator,
in which we code the topologies using python. In detail,
we employ Postman, an API building and testing tool that
uses HTTP requests (i.e. GET, POST, PUT, PATCH) to obtain
and update OpenFlow switch rules in the SDN environ-
ment. Finally, we run our simulation with a setup configured
according to our proposed model (see Fig. 1).
The Blockchain-based ledger we leverage is also equipped

with a REST API for the communication with our applica-
tion. In each block, we include an index, a timestamp (Unix
timestamp 7), newly installed flow-rule details, and the hash
of the previous block. A simple JSON-based 8 flow-rule is
encoded as shown by the code snippet in Listing 1.
We check the flow-rules from switches using the GET

request. Using PostMan, a REST API testing tool, we col-
lect the stats of switches with the request- ‘‘GET http :

//localhost : 8080/stats/desc/1’’.

1) SDN ENVIRONMENT CONSISTENCY

As we are maintaining the same rule set for all the switches
in our network (viz. homogeneous rules), we also need to
guarantee the consistency, namely that every switch is fol-
lowing identical rules. To ensure this we scan the flow rules
by receiving their hashes from all the switches. For instance,
we receive the following hash:

7Number of seconds counted since the Unix Epoch (00:00:00 UTC,
January 01, 1970).

8JSON stands for JavaScript Object Notation. JSON format is usually
employed to encode the data exchanged with REST APIs.

Listing 1. Example of a JSON-encoded flow rule.

1 {

2 ‘‘dpid’’: 1,

3 ‘‘cookie’’: 1,

4 ‘‘cookie_mask’’: 1,

5 ‘‘table_id’’: 0,

6 ‘‘idle_timeout’’: 30,

7 ‘‘hard_timeout’’: 30,

8 ‘‘priority’’: 11111,

9 ‘‘flags’’: 1,

10 ‘‘match’’:{

11 ‘‘in_port’’:1

12 },

13 ‘‘instructions’’: [

14 {

15 ‘‘type’’: ‘‘APPLY_ACTIONS’’,

16 ‘‘actions’’: [

17 {

18 ‘‘max_len’’: 65535,

19 ‘‘port’’: 2,

20 ‘‘type’’: ‘‘OUTPUT’’

21 }

22 ]

23 }

24 ]

25 }

65d1c600e16d24e4a79d7e0cecb8f71a283b8e2775c8f88d

ffc8fb3768

Then, we compare the received hash with the existing hash
stored in the corresponding block and check if they match.

2) SDN ENVIRONMENT SECURITY

The security in our framework is achieved by isolating a rouge
switch from the distributed network. To enable the isolation,
we configure the controller to allow and broadcast new flow
rules, and to disconnect the rouge switch from the network.
While broadcasting the new rule, a hash is generated and
stored once again in the Blockchain. If we need to integrate
the switch within the network again, we inject new rules and
store the hash in the ledger simultaneously.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the following, we provide the details of the simulation
environment exploited for the implementation of the pro-
posed framework. As mentioned before, we have lever-
aged the Mininet-WiFi for the emulation of (software-
defined) network topologies, Ethereum as a Blockchain, and
OpenFlow-based rules for the realization of the SDN routing
capability. All the experiments are run on a hardware architec-
ture with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU@ 2.50 GHz and 16 GB
RAM, with Ubuntu as the operating system.
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TABLE 2. Parameters of the simulation environment grouped by
reference technology.

Table 2 reports a comprehensive list of all the other sim-
ulation parameters grouped based on the reference technol-
ogy (i.e. SDN, Blockchain, and IoT). Particularly, Wireshark
(backed by Python scripts) is used to capture and analyze the
packets generated by the devices constituting the IoT-SDN
network under test. In detail, the IoT environment is simu-
lated for 500 s, with 100 IoT devices dislocated in an area
of 3000 m × 3000 m and following a Random Waypoint
Model [57] of mobility. Each device transmits packets having
sizes comprised between 128 B and 1024 B with a data rate
of 10 Mbps (constant bit rate), while their initial energy and
trust value is set to 10 − 12 J and 5 J , respectively.

Regarding the cluster-head selection algorithm, we eval-
uate its performance in terms of energy and end-to-end
delay required for data transmission between the CH and
base station. Additionally, the proposed Blockchain-enabled
SDN-IoT architecture is analyzed considering (i) the aver-
age throughput (i.e. the amount of transactions among IoT
devices in the SDN), (ii) the total energy consumption
(depending on the number and energy consumption of
network transactions, SDN controllers, and IoT devices),
and (iii) the gas consumption (i.e. the amount of computa-
tional effort required to execute a certain operation on the
Blockchain).

VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
architecture in terms of different evaluation parameters dis-
cussion in Sec. VII-B. Firstly, in Sec. VIII-A, we investi-
gate the performance of the proposed cluster-head selection

algorithm in terms of both energy consumption and delay,
and compare it with the IEEE 802.15.4 baseline [58]. Then,
in Sec. VIII-B we assess the performance of the overall
proposed architecture considering the average throughput,
energy consumption, and gas consumption, and comparing
our proposal with the Blockchain Fundamental (BCF) [46],
namely the classical Blockchain that leverages hashing and
PoW.

A. CLUSTER-HEAD SELECTION ALGORITHM

PERFORMANCE

1) ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Routing devices—generally, networking components—
consume a large amount of energy during data transmission.
Specifically, the energy consumption is proportional to the
amount of data transmitted by the device (i.e. as many bits
transmitted the more energy the device consumes). By lever-
aging the idea of clustering and employing the CHs for
the transmission, the energy consumption can be reduced.
The more efficient the cluster-head selection algorithm is,
the more effective the clustering technique. To evaluate
the energy consumption of the proposed cluster-head selec-
tion technique (see Alg. 1), we compare it with the IEEE
802.15.4 protocol [58]. We have simulated both algorithms
for 30 seconds and the outcome is shown in Fig. 6. It can
be noticed that our proposed algorithm can efficiently select
the CHs and has a lower energy consumption than the
IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. Also, although both algorithms have
similar energy-utilization profiles, the proposed technique
has a higher efficiency in energy utilization with increasing
simulation time.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of energy consumption of the proposed
cluster-head selection algorithm with the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol at
different simulation times. Note that the x-axis is in log-scale.

2) END-TO-END DELAY ANALYSIS

Seeing as how IoT applications are used in real-time systems,
it is very crucial to perform all operations in the shortest
possible time. Hence, the head of each cluster should be
selected very efficiently. To face this issue, our proposed
algorithm selects the CHs within a short time frame as we
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consider the energy level of the sensors according to theGdist
distance metric. A node is then marked when it is selected as
the CH, or it is associated with another head. Consequently,
each node is scanned for cluster-head selection only once.

FIGURE 7. End-to-end delay of the proposed cluster-head selection
algorithm and IEEE 802.15.4 protocol at different simulation times. Note
that the x-axis is in log-scale.

Taking into account the time a data packet spends for net-
work transmission, we should also investigate this end-to-end
delay being dependent on the CH selected. Indeed, the CH
should be chosen so that end-to-end delay is minimized dur-
ing the cluster-head selection process. The curves in Fig. 7
depict the end-to-end delay vs. the elapsed simulation time
when both the proposed cluster-selection algorithm and IEEE
802.15.4 protocol are run for 30 seconds. We can notice that
the end-to-end delay of both approaches converges with the
simulation time, while the proposed algorithm always shows
lower end-to-end delay than the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol.
Consequently, our proposal presents suitable performance to
properly select the CHs to guarantee efficient communication
among the routing devices.

B. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE PERFORMANCE

1) AVERAGE THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

Figure 8 depicts the average throughput (in Mbps) of the
proposed architecture with respect to simulation time (in
seconds), and compares it with the BCF baseline. We can
notice that the optimized proposed solution always outper-
forms BCF over the entire observation period, yet both show
increasing trends with time. Interestingly, at first, the aver-
age throughput assumes similar values, but the difference
becomes sharper as the time grows. Indeed, capitalizing
on the implementation of the optimized algorithm for the
selection of CHs among IoT devices—along with the security
and consistency attained in the SDN via the integration of the
Blockchain—our architecture can effectively reduce process-
ing overhead and thus reach better results.

2) ENERGY CONSUMPTION

As for cluster-head selection, energy consumption is one
of the key factors to be managed and optimized in
the Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT architecture. Figure 9

FIGURE 8. Comparison of the average throughput of proposed
architecture with the BCF baseline.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of the energy consumption of the proposed
architecture with the BCF baseline.

compares the dissipation of energy between our architecture
and the BCF method by dividing the energy consumption
between three contributing components (i.e. SDN controllers,
IoT devices, and Cloud storage). Overall, our proposal out-
performs the BCF method that is not able to take into account
the limitations of IoT devices introducing overhead in energy
utilization. Conversely, we can efficiently transmit packets
using optimized routing paths between the defined clusters of
IoT devices. Consequently, the SDN controllers in our archi-
tecture consume approximately 50% less energy as opposed
to BCF. Also, regarding IoT devices, we can observe that
the energy usage of BCF is more than 3× higher than ours
(i.e. ≈ 190 mJ vs. ≈ 60 mJ ). Finally, cloud storage presents
the least energy utilization compared to the other two compo-
nents (i.e.≈ 50 mJ ). Nevertheless, also in this case, the BCF
method consumes about twice our amount of energy.

3) OVERALL END-TO-END DELAY ANALYSIS

Figure 10 shows the performance in terms of overall end-
to-end delay (in ms) by comparing the proposed architecture
with the BCF baseline. In detail, we compute the overall
end-to-end delay in terms of workloads and time delay by
varying the number of nodes. Notably, with a small number
of nodes (i.e. ≤ 10) the end-to-end delay of our proposal and
BCF assumes similar values. Then, increasing the number of
nodes, both end-to-end delays show a linear increasing trend,
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of the overall end-to-end delay (vs. number of
nodes) of the proposed architecture with the BCF baseline.

FIGURE 11. Gas consumption with respect to processing time when
varying the number of transactions.

with our proposal constantly outperforming the BCFmethod.
This result proves the practicality of the proposed architecture
that can effectively reduce the end-to-end delay with respect
to the existing baseline.

4) GAS CONSUMPTION

Finally, in Fig. 11, we investigate the total gas consumption
varying the number of network transactions and comparing
it with the processing time (in milliseconds) of each trans-
action (i.e. the time needed by an SDN controller to process
and respond to a request). With a lower number of transac-
tions (i.e. < 400), the gas consumption and processing time
assume similar values (up to ≈ 30 s). Then, augmenting the
transactions, the processing time remains constant, while gas
consumption has a linear increase with their number. This
result confirms that our architecture is sufficiently scalable
since the processing time an SDN controller requires to serve
a request maintains lower (and thus suitable) when compared
to the gas needed to complete a transaction on the Blockchain.
Thus, our proposal is able to combine high safety (provided
by Blockchain technology) with efficiency (provided by the
optimized SDN-IoT clustered architecture).

IX. DISCUSSION

In the present section, we discuss the outcomes of
this research as lessons learned and corresponding open
challenges.

A. IMPACT OF THE RESEARCH

To improve the real-time experience of IoT applications,
time constraints should be taken into account and overall
operational time should be optimized. Indeed, a shorter time
results in an improved utilization of integrated technologies
(i.e. IoT, SDN, and Blockchain). However, managing the
resources is extremely challengingwith an increasing number
of IoT devices. To face this challenge, in the present work,
we have designed an optimized Blockchain-SDN framework
to manage the IoT resources with a faster (in terms of both
time needed to scan the cluster nodes and end-to-end delay)
and more energy-efficient cluster-head selection algorithm,
which contributes a dimension to the IoT field. Moreover,
SDN provides the programmability and flexibility to manage
the devices and control them.

Going into details of performed analyses, the present paper
has sought to answer the three research questions we have
outlined in Sec. I.
A1. Distributed SDN-IoT Ecosystem:We have proposed a

layered architecture that aims to optimize IoT-resource
management via a distributed Blockchain-based SDN
framework. Our architecture is organized in three dis-
tinct layers associated with just as many environments
and takes advantage of multiple SDN controllers
that dynamically and efficiently manage data sent
by IoT devices (properly organized using clustering
techniques).

A2. Cluster Head Selection: We have devised a novel
CH-selection algorithm in the IoT layer of the proposed
architecture that takes into account the residual energy
of sensor nodes and their distance. We have carefully
described the algorithm as a sequence of operational
steps and we have proved that it is able to outperform
the considered baseline in terms of energy consumption
and end-to-end delay.

A3. Distributed SDN Platform Security: We have first
discussed most-common SDN vulnerabilities by consid-
ering different types of attack (i.e. overloading attack,
topology poisoning attack, saturation attack, and DDoS)
and describing the threat model employed in the pro-
posed architecture. Possible countermeasures for attack
detection andmitigation have been also described. Then,
we have shown how cloud-enabled Blockchain can be
integrated into our architecture to guarantee the consis-
tency of both data and control layer of the SDN environ-
ment. Indeed, Blockchain allows both the management
of flow rules and the detection of flow-rule violations.

B. LIMITATIONS AND OPEN CHALLENGES

Unfortunately, deploying the proposed layered architecture
in the real world is rather complex. Therefore, we have per-
formed extensive simulation (via virtualization) to evaluate
its performance. A first possible limitation of our setup is that
we have simulated a system with a limited number of nodes
and sensor information. Furthermore, we have not taken into
account a mobility scenario in which nodes’ position changes
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from time to time. Indeed, we assume that the nodes remain
fixed during clustering and CH selection. Thus, once the
CHs are selected, the architecture works with the chosen set
of CHs (and nodes) until the whole procedure is executed
again. Also, we have emphasized only two (most impacting)
parameters, but there are other factors that could be effective
to perform architecture management and CH selection. How-
ever, the virtualization needed to simulate our environment is
time-consuming. Hence, this issue could be another interest-
ing possible line of investigation for the researchers. Indeed,
a real-world implementation is hampered by the fact that our
architecture is based onBlockchain, and still now, Blockchain
implementation remains a challenge in the real world.

X. CONCLUSION

Blockchain-enabled software-defined IoT ecosystems suffer
from immature workflow definitions in the developing stage
and also from lack of resources to deploy and manage this
ecosystem properly. Besides, only a limited number of previ-
ous researches has investigated and addressed these issues.
Based on these considerations, we have introduced an opti-

mized comprehensive framework for resource management
in the Blockchain-enabled software-defined IoT ecosystem,
encompassing a novel and efficient cluster-head selection
algorithm and a distributed flow-rule verification technique
that guarantees consistency and security to the network.
Additionally, our framework—deployed in a layered

architecture—maintains multiple homogeneous SDN con-
trollers that are able to enhance the availability, confiden-
tiality, and integrity in the IoT ecosystem. Specifically, our
cluster-head selection algorithm implements an efficient pro-
cedure for selecting the cluster heads with optimized energy
consumption, required in a constrained environment with
limited resources. Furthermore, the experimental evalu-
ation (whose implementation scenario is also described)
has demonstrated that our proposal outperforms the con-
sidered baseline on both energy utilization and end-to-end
delay. Overall, the Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT architecture
attains better performance (in terms of average throughput,
energy utilization, and overall end-to-end delay) compared
to a classical Blockchain. Also, the SDN controllers show a
processing time suitable compared to the gas consumed by
transactions performed on the Ethereum Blockchain.
In the future, we plan to enhance the features of the

framework and deploy a real-world large-scale scenario of
the proposed architecture. Additionally, we will employ our
cluster-head selection algorithm in a mobility scenario to
evaluate its responsiveness and adaptability to changes in the
environment.
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